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The World’s Policeman:  
Without Congressional Authorization or Judicial Oversight, Justice Department Aggressively 

Targets Overseas Business Practice 
 
 
New York, NY: The 35-year-old Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) is well-intentioned legislation designed to 
root out bribery abroad by U.S. businesses, but in recent years, the Department of Justice (DOJ) has stretched the 
statute in an effort to become the world’s policeman. A new Manhattan Institute report released today and 
authored by Paul Enzinna, chronicles how FCPA enforcement has exploded over the past decade thanks to 
expansive interpretations by the DOJ that are both unjustified by the statute and lacking in judicial oversight. The 
report makes a strong case for legislative reform in clarifying the statute’s reach. 
 
The DOJ has aggressively expanded the FCPA by:  

(1) Interpreting the statute’s jurisdiction to include foreign companies for foreign activities linked to the U.S. 
only by use of dollars in foreign transactions or the routing of foreign web-based communications through 
U.S.-based e-mail servers;  

(2) Interpreting “foreign official” to include individuals employed by market enterprises with state ownership, 
including doctors and other health providers in countries with national medical systems;, and  

(3) Interpreting the statute’s prohibition on payments “to obtain or retain business” to include picayune 
payments which the plain language of the statute clearly exempts. 

 
The broad sweep of liability under the DOJ’s interpretation of the FCPA, along with the high costs associated with 
potential criminal conviction (including pressure on stock prices and impairment to obtaining credit) have 
ensnared many U.S. and foreign businesses and led them to enter into “deferred-prosecution agreements” (DPAs) 
or “non-prosecution agreements” (NPAs) with the DOJ—including hundreds of millions of dollars in fines and 
significant changes to business practice—rather than fight controversial FCPA cases in court. NPAs typically are 
not filed with a court., and DPAs may be, but generally receive little judicial oversight.  
 
The DOJ’s aggressive, unchecked, and largely unappreciated FCPA enforcement is hurting American business 
competitiveness and having an impact on American foreign policy. Enzinna recommends Congress clarify the 
FCPA’s reach in the areas in which DOJ has aggressively sought its expansion: 
 

1. Jurisdiction. Congress should clarify the reach of the FCPA’s “in furtherance of” jurisdiction and its 
application to foreign businesses bribing foreign officials.  
 

2. Foreign official. Congress should specify the extent to which the FCPA applies to low-level employees of 
state-owned enterprises.  
 

3. To obtain or retain business. Congress should clarify the “routine government actions” covered by the 
FCPA’s express exemption for “facilitating payments” not covered by its prohibition on payments to 
officials “to obtain or retain business.”  

 



Until reform comes, U.S. companies operating overseas can only—and must—protect themselves by adopting 

robust compliance programs, training their personnel and, if and when potential FCPA violations are 

discovered, making careful and informed decisions about voluntary disclosure and cooperation. 
 
Paul F. Enzinna is a member of the White Collar Defense and Government Investigations Group at Brown 
Rudnick, LLP in Washington, DC. He represents individuals and corporations in internal and grand jury 
investigations, and at trial and on appeal. He has represented several death row inmates, and is a member of the 
board of directors of the Mid-Atlantic Innocence Project. In 2002, he was awarded the R. Kenneth Mundy Lawyer of 
the Year Award by the National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers' District of Columbia chapter.  
 
The report is available at http://www.manhattan-institute.org/html/ib_17.htm. If you would like to schedule 
an interview with Paul Enzinna, please contact Laura L. Eyi at 646-839-3313 or leyi@manhattan-
institute.org.   

 
The Manhattan Institute, a 501(c)(3), is a think tank whose mission is to develop and disseminate 

new ideas that foster greater economic choice and individual responsibility. 
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